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UPCYCLING-HOTEL ROOMS 
... is very trendy and easy on your wallet 

We know it  … 

Hotel rooms that were once new are always subject to 
constant wear and tear and almost daily cleaning procedures. 
 
This requires the best furnishing quality at affordable prices 
and clever maintenance management. 
 
Have a closer look and explore how we deal with it. 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: UPCYCLING is a cost-conscious ambience upgrade.  

                        The clever "renovation light" can be flexibly adapted to the time, the execution time and the available budget. 

 

Tailor-made UPCYCLING – paired with intelligent marketing is the order of the day. 

MINOR «ACCIDENTS» 

we excuse our guests. 

Especially since the «used and damaged » traces don`t have a name.    

But over time they add up. 

The "historical" traces speak their own language and tell impressive 

stories. 

 

IN UNCERTAIN TIMES 

UPCYCLING of hotel rooms offers a suitable solution. 

With "smartRepair" and gentle upstyling, the hotel rooms revive again 

with a guest appealing, amazing and contemporary ambience. 

Your hotel rooms shine in convincing new splendor.  

Your guests will be thankful. 

 
wall, floor, ceiling, furniture, curtains and decoration 

https://sidd.ch/
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UPCYCLING-HOTEL ROOMS 
... is very trendy and easy on your wallet 

The method 

 

Can be selected in individual steps (phases) per room or in individual sub-areas, e.g. painting work | floor covering | furniture 

«smartRepair» | curtains | Images | decoration | beds | bedding | chairs | armchair | climate 

 

 

  
 

before                              after  
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UPCYCLING-HOTEL ROOMS 
... is very trendy and easy on your wallet 

The bathroom area: wall and floor tiles, ceiling painting, 

                                                                  sanitary objects, shower partitions, shelves and accessories 

 

 

new bathrooms 

• Ambience floor, wall tiles and illuminated mirror 

• Toilet facility with monolith/ white, shelves made of solid oak as above 

• 4-parts space-giving glass shower enclosure with chrome fittings 

• Washbasin area with underboard made of solid oak and cosmetic mirror 

• and much more 
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UPCYCLING-HOTEL ROOMS 
... is very trendy and easy on your wallet 

NOTES   ROOM 

 

bed | back part | mattresses | toppers | bedding   

 

furniture | table and chairs | closet | desk | armchair | sofa | mini-bar 

 

curtains | dimOuts (FR) | blackout (FR) | lighting | motorized rails 

 

large format images | over the bed | as TV-background | decoration 

 

Lighting | LED | lighting concept 

 

Technology | phone | TV | WiFi | dashboards | tablets | air conditioning 

 

build | Walls | floor | blankets | window | doors | balconies | electric and heating 
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UPCYCLING-HOTEL ROOMS 
... is very trendy and easy on your wallet 

NOTES BATHROOM 

 

vanity | single or double washbasin | cosmetic mirror | glass holder 

 

toilet facility | monolith | pre-wall installation 

 

shower/ tub | shower screens | rainforest shower | large format image 

 

accessories | fragrances | DECORATION | shelves | pictures 

 

build | floor and wall tiles | ceiling | fresh- and greywater pipes | floor drain 

 

EXTRAS 

 

 

 


